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This paper presents another solution to the so-called Hubert's Fifth Problem,

the problem of determining on which locally euclidean algebraic structures can

an analytic structure be introduced so that the algebraic operations are analytic

mappings. Algebraic structures for which such analytic structures exist are called

Lie. Below we give a generalization to the theorem that a locally euclidean group

is a Lie group (see [2] and [5]). Our generalization moves in the direction of

nonassociativity. We prove the theorem that a diassociative locally euclidean

loop with a right invariant uniformity and a left invariant uniformity is a Lie loop.

The background material for this paper can be found in [4]. §2 of [4] will

be particularly helpful concerning definitions, notations, and introductory propo-

sitions. As in [4], the techniques are those of analytic transitive transformation

groups and Lie group theory; and the proof of our theorem depends upon the

theorem being generalized.

In [4] it is proved that a locally euclidean loop with an invariant uniformity

is a Lie loop. Thus we have weakened the assumptions relating to uniform struc-

tures, but have, in turn, added the diassociativity condition. It still seems plausible

that the assumption of diassociativity might be dropped without loss of generality

in our theorem, in spite of its heavy use in the proof below.

In the proof of the following lemmas and the theorem 'S - denotes the group

of right translates of a loop f£, ¿F - the group of left translates of f£, 'S the

group generated by the right translates, and ¿c° the group generated by the left

translates [4, Definitions 2.1 and 2.3]. The groups 'S- and Jf ~ are Lie groups

of homeomorphisms acting effectively and transitively on J£? when f£ is locally

euclidean with a right invariant uniformity and a left invariant uniformity [4,

Proposition 2.5]. We let Rx and Lx denote the right and left translates, respec-

tively, by xeJS? (Rx(y) = yx, for example). The Lie algebra of ^~ is denoted

by £(í?~); we assume that the usual identification exists between it and the

tangent space Te to 'S' at e (the identity of S~)[3, p. 89]. The well-known ex-

ponential mapping from S.(S~) into 'S- is denoted by Exp. The homeomor-

phisms CR and CL are the mappings of ü? into 'S- and Jf ~, respectively, de-

fined by CR(x) = Rx and CL(x) = Lx, respectively. The solution for x in the

equation zx = b in a loop is usually denoted by z'-'^b. However, in a diasso-

ciative loop (a loop in which every two elements lie in a subgroup) it is possible

to define, in an obvious manner, for each element z an element z-1 so that
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2(  ^b = z  1-b, i.e., the parentheses enclosing —1 can be dropped. It is also

true that (RJ_1 = Rx-i.

The following lemmas break up the length of the proof of the theorem.

Lemma 1. Let ä? be a diassociative loop. If (•■•(axa2)---)a„ = 1, 1 being

the identity of áC, then ax(--'(a„-xa„)---) = 1 for a¡eSC.

Proof. For n = 3, if (axa2)a3 = 1, then a3 belongs to the group generated

by ax and a2. Hence 1 = (axa2)a3 = ax(a2a3), and the lemma is true. Assume

that the lemma is true for all products of n or less elements of 3?, n ^ 3. If

(■■•(a1a2)'"')an+i = 1 > then (•••(a1a2)---)a„-i = a'^a'1. There exists xersuch

that ((•••(a1a2)---)a„_1)x = {a~+xa~l)x = 1. By the induction hypothesis,

ai(a2(---(a„-xx)-))= 1. Also x = ana„+x. Hence ax(a2(-(ana„+ x)-)) equals 1.

Corollary 1. // ¿¡C is diassociative and if Ran •■■ Rai(l) = 1, then

Lai ■■■Lí¡n(l) = 1. (Recall that Rai--R„n is the composite mapping that maps

x upon ((■■■(xax)---)a„.)

Lemma 2. Let =S? be a locally compact, connected, diassociative loop with

a right invariant uniformity and a left invariant uniformity. Then there is

a bicontinuous anti-isomorphism cb from the group of right translates S~

onto the group ¿?~ of left translates so that cb(Rx) = Lx and cb(Sx  ) = jf1~.

Proof. The groups 'S ~ and ¿F ~ are (locally compact) transformation groups

with the g-topology acting effectively and transitively on ¿£ [4, Proposition 2.2].

For xeif, define cb(Rx) = Lx; then extend the domain of cb to 'S', the group

generated by the right translates, by the requirement that c/> be an algebraic anti-

isomorphism. That is, if RXi ■•■RXneS, then cb(RXi ■•■RXn) = LXn---Lxl. It must

be shown that cb is a well-defined function. Suppose RXl-RXn and RXn+l-RXm

axe the same homeomorphisms of =S?. Then R'1 ■■■RXní+í RXí •■■RXn(x~1) = x_1

for all xeSe, implying that RXR~X^ ■R~\iRXi — RXnR~1{l) = l. By Corollary 1,

L~x lLx„ ■ ■ ■ LXiLXn\, • • • L^LffT) = 1 for all x, making LXn ■ ■ ■ LXJLTX^, ■ • ■ L'1 (x) = x

for all x, and LXn--- LXl(x) = LXm--- LXn + l(x) for all x. Thus cb is well defined.

Clearly, cb is onto $f. To show that cb is one-to-one on 'S, it is sufficient to show

that if Rni ••• R„„(x) # x for some x e .£?, then L„n ■•■ Lai(y) # y for some y e 3?.

Assuming R01 ••• R„n(x)#x, we have that Rai ••• RaRx{\) # x and that

RxRai--RaRxi\) = 1 for some z in JSf, with z#x_1. Then, by Corollary 1,

LxLan ■ ■ ■ LaiLz(l) = 1 and, finally, L^••• Lai(z) « x~l # z.

It will next be shown that if {fó} is a net in 'S and if f¡-*fe^S~, then cb(fô)

converges ; furthermore, if / also belongs to 'S, then cb(fs) -* </>(/). Let {x^} be

a net in =Sf converging to x. For each ß and ö there exists an element toß e ¿£

such that <^[c6(/,)](xp)= 1. By Lemma 1, toß[cb(f0)~\(xß)=f0(toß)xß = I. Hence

('iftrtff)]^))^1 =fö(hß) = X/T1 and f^ =f»1(xß~1). Since x^-ox and/„-►/, it

follows that xp-_1-»x-1,/j-1-»/-1, and í0/¡->/_1(x_1). Hence </>(/„) converges

(in the g-topology). If/ also belongs to 'S, then f»(toß)xß = \ implies that
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f(r1ix~í))x = l and that (*)/_1 (x_1 )[>(/)](x) = l. On the other hand,

letting lim. eb(f) = b, it follows that (**) 1= lim¿y.p[¿.(/¿)](x?) =/-1(x"1)b(x).

From (*) and (**) it follows that [</>(/)] (x) = b(x). Summarizing our conclu-

sions, cb is a continuous anti-isomorphism from 9 onto ^f. Also, d> is uniformly

continuous. Consequently, the domain of cb may be further extended to S~ such

that cb is a continuous anti-homomorphism from 'S- into Jf-. It can be easily

shown that cb is one-to-one (by a limiting argument and with the use of Lemma 1),

and an argument dual to that of the continuity of cb shows that <p_1is continuous, as

well as one-to-one. Thus cb is a bicontinuous anti-isomorphism from ^"ontoJf-.

From Lemma 1 and its corollary it follows that cb(fSy) = ¿F x ; this implies that

Cpi<S'y) = 3r-y.

Lemma 3. Let S, <S~, 2tf-, JSf, and cb be as in Lemma 2. Let I:3f-->je-

map h onto b_1e.?f~. // ge<S' and g(l) = y, then [/(¿>(g))](1) = y1 ■

Proof. The lemma is first proved for ge'S. If g = Rx for some x e ü?, then

the lemma is true. Suppose the lemma is true for all products of n or less right

translates, n^l.lf g(l) = y andif g = RXn+l--RXl, then I(eb(g)) = L^\t •..£,"*.

Let b denote RXn--Rx¡. Then b(l) = g(l)x~+y. By the induction hypothesis,

[/(¿.(b))](l) = Xilygil)-1. However, [/(<#*))](1) = [L~\x/(0(b))] (1). There-

fore, [/(0(-?))](l) = xn+11(x„+1g(l) x) = g(l) ' , as desired. The lemma is true

for ge'S- using a limit argument.

Lemma 4. Lei 3? be a connected, diassociative, locally euclidean loop with

a right invariant uniformity. Let J( be the natural quotient analytic structure

obtained from 'S- on both 'S-jSf and S£ isince £C is homeomorphic with

'S'\Sy). Then there is an "exponential" mapping expfrom the tangent space

Ty at the identity 1 of ¿? into S£ so that exp (s + r)X = exp sX exp iX and

exp — X = (expX)-1 for XeTy and real numbers s and t. The mapping

exp is analytic with respect to Ty and JÍ, and exp is a local analytic isomor-

phism at the origin of Tt.

Proof. We denote the algebra of real-valued locally analytic functions on ¿if by

9I(J?). We will first show that, for each XeTy, there is a unique (analytic) one-

parameter subgroup JT of S? so that X(/) = d/(7t(í))/dí |(,=0) for/e5H(jS?), i.e.,

JT has X as a tangent vector at 1 e f£. Unique means here that ^(i) = 7r2(r) for

all t in some neighborhood of zero implies that 7iy = n2. One easily verifies

that, if 7t(t) has X as tangent vector at 1 e £?, then ir(ai) has aX as tangent vector

at 1 for any real number a. Let 'f — {XeTx:X is the tangent vector at 1 for

some local one-parameter subgroup of £?}. It suffices to show that "V contains

an n-dimensional subset (containing the zero vector) of Ty, n being the dimen-

sion of JS?; for if vef, then aX clearly belongs to "f for any real number a.

Let A be some neighborhood of the zero vector of 2(*S-) on which Exp is one-
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to-one and U be a neighborhood of 1 e J5f so that CR(U) <zz Exp A. The mapping

Exp-1CR defined on U is one-to-one and continuous; hence, Exp-1 CR(U) is

an n-dimensional subset of £(^~).

Let X„+1,---,Xr be r-n linearly independent vectors in £(&-) so that

ExpX¡e^í" and the vectors X¡ span £(^i") c •2(^")» n + I z% i z^ r. Also, let

Xy, ■•■,Xn be n linearly independent vectors in 2(S~) so that ExpiX,- = £Ä (i)

for some one-parameter subgroup jt/i) in SF, 1 -g /' -g n. The fact that the

vectors Xj, 1 z% j g n, may be so chosen is a consequence of the following state-

ments: Rn(ty is a one-parameter subgroup of S~ for each one-parameter sub-

group 7t(i) in JS?, jS? has a neighborhood of 1 uniquely covered by one-parameter

subgroups [4, Theorem 3.6], and CRiU) is an n-dimensional subset of S~. One

easily shows that {X¡: 1 -g i -g r} spans £(S?~). If £ and g belong to Exp ̂ C^ JSP),

then we may assume the following: £ = PyXy + ••• + p,Xr and g = g^Xj + •••

+ arXr,Exp£=£p = £^(pi)---£nn(p>i)b„+1---br,Exp(2 = £9 = £„,(îl)---£„r,(în)b^+1"-b;

for some p and q in .SP, some real numbers p¡ and qh and some b,- and

h\ in i?f. If we furthermore assume that £ # Q, then £p # £^ and p ^ q.

Hence the vectors ÍPy,---,p„) and iqy,---,qn) cannot be equal (for otherwise

p = q). Letting id\¡/)e denote the differential of the mapping \¡j : 'S - -» ££ defined

by ipig) = gil) (note that (t#)e is a mapping from £(&-) onto Tf) we have

shown that, for two distinct tangent vectors £ and Q in Exp_1CK(.SP), it is

true that (dib)^ ^ (di¡/)eQ. Hence B = (d\j/)eExp~1CR(U) is an n-dimensional

subset of Ty, being the one-to-one continuous image of the n-dimensional set

Exp-1 CR(U). It is easily shown that,if Xe'V and if the one-parameter subgroup

n(t) has X as its tangent vector at 1, then (di/^Exp-* CR(n(l)) = X. This means

that £ is a subset of "T, thereby showing that, for each vector X in Ty, there

is at least one local one-parameter subgroup having X as its tangent vector. Also

we see that there is only one one-parameter subgroup of ¿? for each tangent

vector in Ty. For if ity(t) and 7t2(r) are two different such subgroups belonging

to the vector XeTt, then £Xl(i) and RZ2(t) are two different one-parameter sub-

groups of 'S- with different tangent vectors £ and Q, respectively, in £(&-).

But the above argument shows that X = (dip)eP # (dip)eQ = X.

Making use of the one-parameter subgroups in JS?, it is now possible to de-

fine an exponential mapping from Ty into =Sf. We follow Chevalley [1, pp. 116-

118] almost word-for-word, although the structure of Ty is not as special as that

in the Lie algebra case. For example, a Lie algebra compatible with the multi-

plication in zSf cannot, in general, be defined on Ty ; and the elements of Ty are

not necessarily left or right invariant vector fields. For XeTy we have shown

that there is one and only one analytic one-parameter subgroup ^(i) of ¿i? having

X as its tangent vector. Assuming, without loss of generality, that every one-

parameter subgroup in .S? is defined for the real number 1, we define expX to

be nx(l). Thus exp is a mapping from T, into if. The following properties of

exp obviously hold:
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exp (tx + t2)X = (exp txX) (exp t2X),

exp -tX = (exptX)'1.

We now show that exp is locally at the zero vector an analytic mapping of

Tx into S£. For fe %(£?), pei£,XeTx, and a one-parameter subgroup n having

X as its tangent vector, define [*(/)] (p) = limf^0 ((f(Rnit)(p))-f(p))¡t).

One easily shows that Xfe Ul(.S?) and that lisa derivation of 2I(j5f). (Also

Xx, the tangent vector determined by X at leü?, has v. as its associated one-

parameter subgroup.) We choose a coordinate system (yx, •■-, y„), y¡e 9t(JS?),

in a neighborhood W of 1 so that y¡(l) = 0 for all i and so that there is a positive

real number b with W = {w e -SP: | y¡(w) \ ^ b}. We also choose a basis {XX,---,X„}

of linearly independent vectors in Tx. For any real numbers ux, ••-,«„ there is

a number e > 0 such that expi Zu^e IF for 111 < £. Let T(ux,---,un) be

the least upper bound of the numbers e satisfying this condition. Then define

the functions Fj, 1 ^j ^ n, by the rule Fj(t,ux, ••-,«„) = y/exp í E m,X¡) for

| í | < T(ux, ■■■, u„) and all ux, ■•-, u„. For each i and j, X¡yj belongs to %(y),

as mentioned above. Consequently, there exist functions Uij(yx(w), ■••,yn(w))

which are analytic and defined whenever |j>/w)| ^ b (l^j ^n) with the prop-

erty that [^¡(j'j)](w) = U¡j(yx(w),---,y„(w)). It follows from the definitions of

exp and Xjy¡ that

dFj

dt
=   I uiUij(Fx(t,ux,---,un),---,F„(t,ux,---,u„)),

(Mi.u„)

as the following argument shows:

dFj

dt

dyj(exp t ¿ZujXj)

(r,u,.u„) dt

lim
s-»0

lim
s-»0

yj(exx> (s + t) I UjX¡) - y/exp f gt^fj

s

y/exp í EmíX,- • exp s Eu^) — y/exp í Zm¡X¡)

= [(Ii^pjíexpílt^) = [ I M^;)] (exp il «,.*,•)

=   üu^X.-^íexpíSujZ,) = Z«¡t7¡J.(F1(í,M1,---,Mn),"-,Fn(í,M1,-",«„)),

all summations taken from i = 1 to n. Summarizing, the functions Fj, 1 ̂ j g n,

satisfy the following system of differential equations with unknown functions zf

^f =  tutU^zu-,z^    (lui un),

andwith boundary conditions Zj(0,ux,---,u„) = 0. Using the existence and unique-

ness theory of such systems of differential equations (see [1, p. 117]), it follows

that the functions F(l,ux,---,u„) axe defined and analytic in some neighborhood
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of the zero vector (0, ••-,0). Hence the mapping exp is analytic at the zero vector

of Ty. Chevalley's argument [1, p. 118, 1st paragraph] shows that exp is locally

at the zero vector an analytic isomorphism.

Lemma 5. Let £C be a loop such that the group 'S- of right translates and

the group 3&~ of left translates are Lie groups. Let Jt be the natural quotient

analytic structure obtained from 'S- on both 'S- \Sy and if (since SF is homeo-

morphic with "S'/Sy), and let Jf be the quotient analytic structure obtained

from ¿C on both Ji?~ ¡Jfy and S?. If the identity function id from (£C,Jf)

to (S¥,jV) is an analytic isomorphism, if CR mapping (f£,J¿) into S~ and CL

mapping (f£,Jf) into $?- are both analytic, then (f£,Jt) is a Lie loop.

Proof. With the natural analytic structures the following functions are

analytic [1, p. 110]:

Ft: 'S'   x (<e,Jt) -► (S?,J?) defined by £.(g,x) = g(x),

F2:Je'Y.(ie,Jf)-* (<e,Jf) defined by £2(b,x) = b(x).

Let iy denote the identity mapping from (f£,J() onto (fg,Jf) and i2 the identity

mapping from (f£, Jf) onto (SF, Jf). The mapping defined on a group that maps

g onto g'1 is denoted by I. The following composite functions from (f£,Jf)

x(f£,Ji) onto (3?,Jl) conclude the proof:

id x id           CL x i2               F2          id - !
(x,y)-> ix,y) ->■ iLx,y)  —ï  xy->  xy

idxid,         C,xi2            Ixi2      _,       £2    (_yy    id-1    »_«»,
ix,y)-> ix,y) -±->\Lx,y)-> (Lx \y)-A>¿  "y-> x(  "y

CRxiy ,           7xi,       _,        F y      ,_n
ix,y) -W (£„j;)-> iRx \y)—iyx{  1}.

Theorem. Let ¿i? be a diassociative loop with a right invariant uniformity

and a left invariant uniformity. If Ü? is locally compact, locally connected,

connected, and finite dimensional, then SF is a Lie loop.

Proof. The proof consists of the verification that the hypotheses of Lemma 5

hold.
The groups 'S- of right translates of <£ and <?f ~ of left translates of ££are Lie

transformation groups acting effectively, transitively, and analytically on (if, J()

and if£,Jf), respectively ([4, Proposition 2.5] and Lemma 5 above).

It is first shown that the identity function id:(if,^#)->(if,^f)is an analytic

isomorphism. To this end, it will be shown in this paragraph that the mapping

M : (if, JZ)^> iSF, JT) defined by Miy) = y_1 is an analytic isomorphism. There

exists an open set U containing 1 e if and an analytic mapping ß:U -*'S~ such that

Fy(ß(x), 1) = x for xeU ((ß, U) is a local cross-section with respect to ^§f)

[1, p. 110]. Since cb is an analytic mapping from S~ onto Jt~, the mapping
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of y onto F2(Icbß(y), 1) defined on U with the relative analytic structure is an

analytic mapping into (3?, Jf). But Lemma 3 says that F2(Icbß(y), 1) = y~1.

Hence the mapping M is locally analytic at leä?. By using right and left trans-

lates it is easily seen that M is a global analytic mapping. Finally, a dual argument

shows that M_1 is an analytic mapping; hence M is an analytic isomorphism.

Using the local analytic isomorphism exp of Lemma 4, it follows that there

is a neighborhood W = W'1 of 1 so that the mapping Q:(£é\JC)->(ä\JZ) de-

fined by Q(y) = y_1 is locally an analytic isomorphism at ye IF. Since id = Mg,

it follows that id is a local analytic isomorphism for yeW.

We next show that id is globally analytic. Since IS 7 is compact [4, Proposition

2.4], the analytic structure M on S£ may be assumed to be Riemannian with

Riemannian metric invariant under the action of 'S -, that is, elements of ^-

are isometries of JS? with respect to this metric [5, p. 215]. The following techniques

are due to Myers and Steenrod [6, particularly pp. 412-415]. There exist n + 1

points Po,"-,Pn m some "normal" neighborhood of le .S? (n is the dimension

of 3) with the property that the mapping t from 'S- into^f"+i(^f "+1having the

product analytic Riemannian structure JH"+1) defined by r(g) = (g(p0),••■,g(p„))

is analytic and a homeomorphism. The points p0, •••,p„ may be chosen in this

normal neighborhood in any manner so long as they do not all belong in the

same (n —l)-dimensional geodesic hyperspace [6, p. 405]. Hence we may so

choose them, as well as a neighborhood F of 1 in J§?, so that FU^J^oPjFis

contained in the neighborhood W defined above on which id is locally analytic.

The argument used in the proof of Theorem 3.3 of [4] shows that t is an analytic

isomorphism.

We next introduce the following function diagram:

id A fir1-1Y'+1
(2,J()   -^-+ (3,jV)-^(^\^n^)y       )   >(&n+\jtn+l)

T

<S~

In this diagram, A is defined by A(x) = (p0x,---,pnx). Since LPi is analytic on

(&,Jf) for each i, it follows that A is analytic. Hence the composite mapping

t>->T"1(id"1)n+1.4 id(t;) is locally analytic in V(veV). ButT~1(id~1)"+1^id(i;) = R<).

Hence CR is locally analytic in V.

Next we show that g is globally analytic. Let xe£P, let K be a neighborhood

of x, and let be HP, so that Kb a V. Then the mapping

x $ xb £«£x6 i r-1 _> r;^ _ R^Xii) = x-1

is analytic in K, since it is the composition of locally analytic mappings. Hence

g is locally analytic everywhere in ¿£, that is, globally analytic. Since g = g ~1,

we have that g is an analytic isomorphism.
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It then follows that id is an analytic isomorphism on (f£,JT), since id = MQ.

Finally CR and CL are globally analytic (again making use of the above diagram) ;

thus the hypotheses of Lemma 5 are satisfied, and the proof is finished.

We conclude with a few remarks motivated by the possibility of generalizing

our main theorem. First, the assumption of connectedness may obviously be

dropped. Next, we notice, in looking over the crucial steps in the proof, that

it was important to prove that id : (£¥, JÍ) ->■ (if ,Jf) was an analytic isomorphism.

Therefore, if we wish to give a proof of the theorem without the hypothesis of

diassociativity, then we must rely upon means other than diassociativity in order

to prove that id is analytic. Lemmas 1-4 all assume diassociativity and were

each presented for the sole purpose of proving id analytic. On the other hand,

in other parts of the proof of our theorem, diassociativity was not essential; that

is, we may state the following corollary to the proof of the theorem:

Corollary. Let £C be a locally compact, locally connected, connected, finite-

dimensional loop with a right invariant uniformity and a left invariant uni-

formity. Let JÍ be the quotient analytic structure on J? obtained from the group

&- of right translates of'SY?, and let Jf be the corresponding quotient ana-

lytic structure on £C obtained from the group J*i?- of left translates. If id:

(f£,Ji)^-(3?,JT) is an analytic isomorphism, then SjC is a Lie loop.

Indication of proof. One uses Lemma 5 again, as well as the function diagram

in the proof of the theorem, and the paragraph preceding this function diagram.

As we have remarked before [4], an example due to Karl H. Hofmann shows

that our assumptions of various invariant uniformities cannot be dropped with-

out losing generality. This loop, which can be found on p. 152 of [7], is a com-

mutative, diassociative loop on euclidean 3-space but is not a Lie loop. The

Cay ley numbers on euclidean 8-space, or the 7-sphere of the Cayley numbers

of norm one, provide nontrivial (that is, nongroup) examples where the hypoth-

eses of our theorem are satisfied.
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